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ABSTRACT
We measure and quantify properties of galactic outflows and diffuse gas at z > 1
in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations performed using the GADGET-3 code
containing novel baryonic feedback models. Our sub-resolution model, MUPPI, im-
plements supernova feedback using fully local gas properties, where the wind velocity
and mass loading are not given as input. We find the following trends at z = 2 by
analysing central galaxies having a stellar mass higher than 109M⊙. The outflow ve-
locity and mass outflow rate (M˙out) exhibit positive correlations with galaxy mass
and with the star formation rate (SFR). However, most of the relations present a
large scatter. The outflow mass loading factor (η) is between 0.2 − 10, with an aver-
age η ∼ 1. The comparison Effective model generates a constant outflow velocity as
expected from the input fixed wind kick speed, and a negative correlation of η with
halo mass as opposed to the fixed input η. The shape of the outflows is bi-polar in
95% of the MUPPI galaxies. The MUPPI model produces colder galaxy cores and
flatter gas metallicity radial profiles than the Effective model. The number fraction of
galaxies where outflow is detected decreases at lower redshifts, but remains more than
80% over z = 1− 5. High SF activity at z ∼ 2− 4 drives strong outflows, causing the
positive and steep correlations of velocity and M˙out with SFR. The outflow velocity
correlation with SFR becomes flatter at z = 1, and η displays a negative correlation
with halo mass in massive galaxies. Our study demonstrates that both the MUPPI
and Effective models produce significant outflows at ∼ 1/10 of the virial radius; at the
same time shows that the properties of outflows generated can be different from the
input speed and mass loading in the Effective model. Our MUPPI model, using local
properties of gas in the sub-resolution recipe, is able to develop galactic outflows whose
properties correlate with global galaxy properties, and consistent with observations.
Key words: Cosmology: theory – Methods: Numerical – Galaxies: Intergalactic
Medium – Galaxies: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
Baryons existing in cosmic structures regularly un-
dergo the processes of star formation (SF) and su-
pernovae (SN) explosions, which subsequently deposit
a fraction of mass/energy to the surroundings. This
energy feedback heats up, ionizes and drives gas
outward, often generating large-scale outflows/winds
(e.g., Burke 1968; Mathews & Baker 1971; Vader 1986;
⋆ E-mail: pbarai@oats.inaf.it
Veilleux, Cecil & Bland-Hawthorn 2005; Rubin et al.
2010). Galactic outflows are observed at low redshifts (e.g.,
Burbidge, Burbidge & Rubin 1964; Fabbiano & Trinchieri
1984; Ohyama, Taniguchi & Terlevich 1997;
Smith, Struck & Nowak 2005; Arribas et al. 2014), reaching
velocity as large as 1000 km/s (Diamond-Stanic et al.
2012; Bradshaw et al. 2013), and at high-z (e.g.,
Frye, Broadhurst & Benitez 2002; Wilman et al. 2005;
Weiner et al. 2009; Kornei et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2014), up
to z ∼ 5 (Dawson et al. 2002), sometimes extending over
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distances of 60 − 130 physical kpc (e.g., Steidel et al. 2011;
Lundgren et al. 2012).
Winds driven by starbursts and SN are an important
source of feedback in galaxy evolution. They are con-
sidered to be the primary mechanism by which metals
are ejected out of star-forming regions in galaxies and
deposited into the circumgalactic medium (CGM) and the
intergalactic medium (IGM) (e.g., Larson & Dinerstein
1975; Aguirre et al. 2001; Aracil et al. 2004; Fox et al.
2007; Pinsonneault, Martel & Pieri 2010; Gauthier & Chen
2012). They constitute a key ingredient of galaxy for-
mation models, both in hydrodynamic simulations
(e.g., Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008; Haas et al. 2013;
Hirschmann et al. 2013; Tescari et al. 2014; Bird et al.
2014), and in semi-analytical models (e.g., Baugh 2006;
Benson 2012). The outflows are argued to quench SF and
suppress the formation of low-mass galaxies, by expelling
out gas available to make stars. This in turn flattens the
low-mass end of the simulated galaxy mass function (e.g.,
Theuns et al. 2002; Rasera & Teyssier 2006; Stinson et al.
2007), bringing it closer to observations. Feedback is also in-
voked to reproduce realistic disk galaxies in cosmological hy-
drodynamic simulations (e.g., Weil, Eke & Efstathiou 1998;
Sommer-Larsen, Gotz & Portinari 2003; Okamoto et al.
2005; Scannapieco et al. 2012; Angles-Alcazar et al. 2014).
The physical mechanisms for the origin and driv-
ing of galactic winds is complex, occurring on scales
of the multiphase structure of the interstellar medium
(ISM) and molecular clouds (e.g., Heckman 2003).
The gas is likely accelerated either by thermal pres-
sure (e.g., Chevalier & Clegg 1985), radiation pressure
(e.g., Murray, Quataert & Thompson 2005) with an im-
pact of dust (Thompson et al. 2014), cosmic rays (e.g.,
Vazza, Gheller & Bruggen 2014); or a combination of them
(e.g., Sharma & Nath 2012). The relevant physical scales are
orders of magnitude below the scales resolved in cosmologi-
cal simulations. Hence energy ejection by starburst and SN
are incorporated in the simulations using sub-resolution nu-
merical prescriptions. The physics of the multiphase ISM,
on scales unresolved in cosmological simulations, is modelled
using spatially averaged properties describing the medium
on scales that are resolved.
Thermal feedback, where SN energy is distributed
as heating energy of the neighbouring gas, is histori-
cally known to be ineffective (e.g., Friedli & Benz 1995;
Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist 1996), because fast cooling of
the dense SF gas radiates away the thermal energy quickly.
A few studies have proposed numerical schemes for effi-
cient thermal feedback in smoothed particle hydrodynam-
ics (SPH) simulations (e.g., Kay, Thomas & Theuns 2003;
Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012). Depositing the SN energy in
the kinetic form is a more popular implementation in the lit-
erature, which has been shown to have significant feedback
effects (e.g., Navarro & White 1993; Cen & Ostriker 2000;
Kawata 2001; Dubois & Teyssier 2008; Oppenheimer et al.
2012). Some other approaches of numerical SN feedback
are: consider that a part of the neighbouring gas under-
goes adiabatic evolution by turning off radiative cooling tem-
porarily (e.g., Mori et al. 1997; Thacker & Couchman 2000;
Brook et al. 2005; Stinson et al. 2006; Piontek & Steinmetz
2011); distribute SN energy to hot and cold gas phases sepa-
rately (e.g., Marri & White 2003; Scannapieco et al. 2006).
Kinetic SN feedback models for cosmological simu-
lations generally imparts a velocity kick to the affected
gas. An energy-driven wind scheme was proposed by
Springel & Hernquist (2003), and subsequently used by
others (e.g., Tornatore et al. 2004; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye
2008; Tescari et al. 2009; Fabjan et al. 2010; Barai et al.
2013). In this framework, a fraction of SN energy pro-
vides the outflow kinetic energy, and the wind speed is
constant. Other models formulate the outflow velocity and
mass loading factor in terms of galaxy global properties
(mass, velocity dispersion, SFR): momentum-driven wind
(e.g., Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008; Tescari et al. 2009), de-
pendent on the local velocity dispersion of the dark matter
(Okamoto et al. 2010), multicomponent and variable veloc-
ity galactic outflow (Choi & Nagamine 2011), halo mass de-
pendent energy-driven outflow (Puchwein & Springel 2012),
combination of both energy-driven and momentum-driven
cases (Schaye et al. 2010). Very recently Schaye et al. (2014)
presented results from a stochastic implementation of ther-
mal SN feedback, where galactic winds develop without im-
posing any input outflow velocity and mass loading factor.
In our current work we explore the novel sub-resolution
model MUPPI [MUlti-Phase Particle Integrator, §2.4]
(Murante et al. 2010, 2014). It consists of a scheme of SF
in multiphase ISM, where the system of ordinary differen-
tial equations are numerically integrated within the hydro-
dynamical time-step. MUPPI incorporates a direct distri-
bution of thermal and kinetic energy from SN to the neigh-
bouring gas, using local properties of the gas, and the free
parameters of feedback energy efficiency fraction and a prob-
ability. Thus our model has no input expression of wind ve-
locity and mass loading for SN feedback. Additionally our
formulation, unlike widely done in the literature, has no de-
pendence on global properties like galaxy mass or velocity
dispersion. The MUPPI model has been shown to repro-
duce the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (Monaco et al. 2012),
predict a warm mode of gas accretion on forming galaxies
(Murante et al. 2012), generate realistic disk galaxies at a
moderate resolution (Murante et al. 2014), and the proper-
ties of bars in spiral galaxies were studied (Goz et al. 2014).
For comparison with MUPPI, we adopt the effective SF
model (Springel & Hernquist 2003) with two variations of
energy-driven wind: a constant-velocity, and where the wind
velocity depends on distance from galaxy center (Barai et al.
2013) following a correlation motivated by the observational
studies of Steidel et al. (2010).
Studies have analysed CGM gas inflows and
outflows in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations.
Oppenheimer & Dave´ (2008) tracked wind particles (§2.3)
and computed the feedback mass and energy outflow rate
as a function of galaxy baryonic mass. Oppenheimer et al.
(2010) followed the gas previously ejected in winds and
accreting for new SF at z < 1, measuring the recycling
time. Ford et al. (2013) investigated the CGM dynamical
state by tracking inflowing, outflowing, and ambient gas
based on cross-correlation of the gas particle locations
between z = 0.25 and z = 0 with respect to galaxy
positions. van de Voort & Schaye (2012) presented gas
physical property (density, temperature) radial profiles,
for all, inflowing and outflowing gas, inside and around
galaxy haloes at z = 2. Using a different set of numerical
schemes in the zoom-in simulation of a massive galaxy at
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z = 3, Shen et al. (2012) presented the time evolution of
outflow velocity, metallicity, and the mass-loading factor
for the main host and the massive dwarf galaxies. In similar
zoom simulations, Brook et al. (2013) examined the time
evolution of gas outflow rates through Rvir/8, and their
metallicities. Performing 3D hydrodynamic simulations
of a disc-halo system on 10’s-pc scale, von Glasow et al.
(2013) injected SN energy as superbubbles, and studied the
development of bipolar outflows, together with their mass
and energy loss rates.
In this paper we perform a quantification of SN-driven
galactic outflow properties in cosmological hydrodynami-
cal simulations. As described earlier, outflows as widely ob-
served in galaxies, are generated in simulations using ther-
mal or (more popularly) kinetic SN feedback. In several cases
a pre-defined wind velocity and mass loading factor are in-
put to the sub-resolution model. However the velocity and
mass loading which are imparted to the gas in a numeri-
cal scheme might not be the speed and rate with which an
outflow actually develops. This is because the outflow prop-
agates through the atmosphere of a galaxy and interacts
with surrounding gas. Therefore determining these proper-
ties explicitly is necessary for a complete study of simulated
galactic outflows, which we do in this paper. Furthermore
the MUPPI model has no input expression of wind velocity
and mass loading for SN feedback. We compute the veloc-
ity, mass outflow rate and mass loading of our simulated
galaxies, and investigate how differently MUPPI drives out-
flows than other models. We measure the characteristics of
outflows of a statistical sample of galaxies extracted from
cosmological simulations, over redshifts z = 1 − 5, aiming
to infer possible correlations with galaxy mass and SFR.
We also study the properties of diffuse gas in the CGM of
galaxies.
This paper is organised as follows: we describe our nu-
merical code in §2, the simulations in §3, present and discuss
our results in §4, and finally give a summary of the main
findings in §5.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD
We use a modified version of the TreePM (particle mesh) -
SPH (smoothed particle hydrodynamics) code GADGET-
3, which includes a more efficient domain decomposition to
improve the work-load balance over GADGET-2 (Springel
2005). The additional sub-resolution1 physics included in
our code are outlined below. There is no active galactic nu-
clei (AGN) feedback in our models.
2.1 Radiative Cooling
Radiative cooling is implemented by adopting the cooling
rates from the tables of Wiersma, Schaye & Smith (2009),
which includes metal-line cooling. Eleven element species
(H, He, C, Ca, O, N, Ne, Mg, S, Si, Fe) are tracked for
1 sub-resolution refers to processes occurring at physical scales
smaller than the resolved scales in our simulations.
constructing the cooling tables. Heating from a spatially-
uniform time-dependent photoionizing radiation is con-
sidered from the cosmic microwave background and the
Haardt & Madau (2001) model for the ultraviolet/X-ray
background produced by quasars and galaxies. The gas
is assumed to be dust-free, optically thin and in (photo-
)ionization equilibrium. Contributions from the 11 elements
are interpolated as a function of density, temperature and
redshift from tables that have been pre-computed using the
public photoionization code CLOUDY (last described by
Ferland et al. 1998). Note that one simulation (M50std, de-
fined in Table 1) is done using cooling rates from the tables
of Sutherland & Dopita (1993), which tracks eight elements
(H, He, C, O, Mg, S, Si, Fe). In this case, the relative abun-
dance of various metals in gas is fixed to Solar, and only the
overall metallicity counts to computing the cooling rates.
2.2 Chemical Evolution
Stellar evolution and chemical enrichment are followed ac-
cording to the model introduced by Tornatore et al. (2007).
Each star particle is treated as a simple stellar popula-
tion (SSP). Given a stellar initial mass function (IMF), the
mass of the SSP is varied in time following the death of
stars, and accounting for stellar mass losses. Production of
9 metal species (C, Ca, O, N, Ne, Mg, S, Si, Fe) is accounted
for using yields from Type Ia SN (Thielemann et al. 2003),
Type II SN (Woosley & Weaver 1995), as well as asymptotic
giant branch stars (van den Hoek & Groenewegen 1997).
Different stellar populations release metals with mass-
dependent time delays, where the lifetime function by
Padovani & Matteucci (1993) is adopted. The mass range
for SN-II is M/M⊙ > 8, while that for SN-Ia originating
from binary systems is 0.8 < M/M⊙ < 8 with a binary
fraction of 10%. SN-Ia (present only in the effective model -
§2.3, not in MUPPI - §2.4) and SN-II contribute to thermal
energy feedback.
The seven new simulations presented in this
paper (§3) assume a fixed stellar IMF following
Kroupa, Tout & Gilmore (1993), in the mass range
(0.1 − 100)M⊙. Two older simulations (used for compari-
son) include an IMF by Chabrier (2003). The two IMFs are
similar in the mass range considered, so we assume they
do not cause any difference in our outflow analysis results.
Stars within a mass interval [8 − 40]M⊙ become SN first
before turning into black holes (BHs) at the end of their
lives, while stars of mass > 40M⊙ are allowed to directly
end in BHs without contributing to enrichment. Here by BH
we mean stellar-mass BHs, whose evolution is not followed;
they enter only in the stellar evolution prescriptions.
The chemical evolution model also incorporates mass
loss through stellar winds and SN explosions, which are self-
consistently computed for a given IMF and lifetime function.
A fraction of a star particle’s mass is restored as diffuse gas
during its evolution, and distributed to the surrounding gas.
The enriched material is spread among the neighbouring gas
particles with weights given by the SPH kernel.
2.3 Effective Model of SF and SN Feedback
In this model, star formation follows the effective sub-
resolution scheme by Springel & Hernquist (2003). Gas par-
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ticles with density above a limiting threshold, nSF = 0.13
cm−3 (in units of number density of hydrogen atoms), are
considered to contain two phases: cold condensed clouds,
and ambient hot gas, in pressure equilibrium. Each gas
particle represents a region of the ISM, where the cold
clouds supply the material available for SF. The star form-
ing gas remains in self-regulated equilibrium. Star particles
are collisionless, and are spawned from gas particles under-
going SF, according to the stochastic scheme introduced by
Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist (1996). We allow a gas particle
to spawn up to four generations of star particles.
Kinetic feedback from SN is included following the
energy-driven outflow prescription (originally from SH03).
The wind mass-loss rate (M˙w) relates to the SF rate (M˙⋆)
via the mass loading factor (η),
M˙w = ηM˙⋆. (1)
Observations reveal that mass outflow rates in galaxies are
comparable to or a few times larger than their SF rates
(e.g., Martin 1999; Pettini et al. 2002; Bouche et al. 2012;
Newman et al. 2012). Thus, following SH03, we adopt a con-
stant η = 2.
The wind kinetic energy is a fixed fraction χ of SN en-
ergy:
1
2
M˙wv
2
w = χǫSNM˙⋆. (2)
Here vw is the wind velocity, ǫSN is the average energy re-
leased by SN for each M⊙ of stars formed under the instan-
taneous recycling approximation. Combining Eqs. (1) and
(2), vw can be re-written as:
vw =
(
2χǫSN
η
)1/2
. (3)
Following a series of studies (e.g., Tornatore et al. 2007;
Tescari et al. 2011; Barai et al. 2013), and unlike SH03, we
choose vw as a free parameter. For our adopted Chabrier
power-law IMF (§2.2), ǫSN = 1.1× 10
49 erg M−1⊙ .
We explore two different outflow models: constant-
vw and radially-varying vw. In the latter, developed in
Barai et al. (2013), the wind velocity depends on galacto-
centric radius (r, or distance from galaxy center), follow-
ing a correlation motivated by the observational studies of
Steidel et al. (2010):
vw(r) = vmax
(
r1−αmin − r
1−α
r1−αmin −R
1−α
eff
)0.5
. (4)
Here rmin is the distance from which the wind is launched
and where the velocity is zero, Reff represents the outer edge
of gas distribution, vmax is the velocity at Reff and α is a
power-law index. We choose the following parameters for our
simulation run E35rvw (§3): rmin = 1h
−1 kpc,Reff = 100h
−1
kpc, vmax = 800 km/s, and α = 1.15.
2.4 MUPPI Model of SF and SN Feedback
The original MUPPI sub-resolution algorithm is described in
Murante et al. (2010), and its latest features (chemical evo-
lution, metal cooling, SN kinetic feedback) in Murante et al.
(2014). Gas particles undergoing SF are assumed (following
Monaco 2004, originally from Springel & Hernquist 2003)
to represent a multiphase ISM composed of hot and cold
phases, in pressure equilibrium. A fraction of the cold phase
(the molecular gas fraction) provides the reservoir for SF.
Star particles are created by a stochastic algorithm (as in
§2.3). The hot phase is heated by the energy from massive
and dying stars and radiatively cools.
A gas particle enters the multiphase regime whenever
its temperature drops below 105 K, and its density is higher
than a threshold ρthr (not to be confused with the SF den-
sity threshold nSF in §2.3). A multiphase particle’s evo-
lution is governed by four ordinary differential equations
(ODE) in terms of masses of three (hot, cold, stellar) com-
ponents and thermal energy of the hot phase. Matter flows
among the three components: cooling deposits hot gas into
the cold phase; evaporation brings cold gas back to the hot
phase; SF moves mass from the cold gas to stars; restora-
tion moves mass from stars back to the hot phase. Within
each SPH timestep, the ODEs are integrated using a Runge-
Kutta method with adaptive timesteps, making the integra-
tion timestep much shorter than the SPH one. A multiphase
cycle can last upto time tclock, set proportional to the dy-
namical time of the cold phase. A gas particle is no longer
multiphase when its density reaches below ρth/5. Moreover,
at low densities if SN energy is not sufficient to sustain a
hot phase (rendering a hot temperature below 105 K), the
particle is forced to exit the multiphase regime. Opposed to
the Effective Model, no equilibrium hypothesis is imposed
in MUPPI. Here propoerties of the ISM interacts with the
varying hydrodynamical propoerties obtained from the gas
evolution.
Energy from SN is distributed in both thermal and ki-
netic forms. The total thermal energy ejected by each star-
forming multiphase particle is
∆Eheat,o = ESN · ffb,out ·
∆M⋆
M⋆,SN
. (5)
Here ESN is the energy of a single supernova, and M⋆,SN
the stellar mass associated to each SN event. The thermal
energy is deposited to gas neighbours within the particle’s
SPH smoothing length, and lying inside a cone of axis along
the direction of minus the local density gradient and having
a semi-aperture angle θ = 60◦. This mimics the blowout of
superbubbles along the path of least resistance (see Monaco
2004). Energy contributions are weighted by the SPH kernel,
using the distance from the cone axis. This thermal feedback
scheme is relatively effective even at high densities.
For kinetic SN feedback, when a gas particle exits a mul-
tiphase cycle, a probability Pkin to become a “wind particle”
is assigned to it. The wind particles can receive kinetic en-
ergy from neighbouring multiphase particles for a time twind.
Assuming that outflows are driven by SNII exploding from
molecular cloud destruction, this time is set equal to the
lifetime of an 8M⊙ star, t8, minus the duration tclock of the
past multiphase cycle:
twind = t8 − tclock . (6)
The wind phase quits earlier than twind whenever the wind
(gas) particle falls to a density below 0.3ρthr. For each star-
forming particle, the available kinetic energy is
Ekin = ffb,kinESN . (7)
The kinetic energy is distributed (using the same scheme as
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thermal energy) to wind particles inside the SPH kernel of
the multiphase particle and within a cone of semi-aperture θ
anti-aligned with the density gradient, and the energy con-
tribution is weighted by the distance from the cone axis. The
eligible wind particles receive “velocity kicks” as follows. For
each wind particle, the energy contribution from all kicking
particles is computed, and the energy-weighted average vec-
tor from kicking particles to the wind one. Then the kinetic
energy of the wind particle is increased2, with the velocity
increase in the direction defined above. In order to avoid
hydrodynamical coupling at ∼kpc scale, a wind particle is
decoupled from its surrounding gas as long as it remains in
the wind phase.
The free parameters of the SN feedback prescription
are ffb,out, ffb,kin and Pkin; the values we explore are given
in Table 1 and §3. At variance with other kinetic wind
models in the literature, neither the outflow velocity, nor
the mass-loading are given as input quantities. Neverthe-
less, typical values of these can be estimated theoretically
(Murante et al. 2014). With the default parameters, the
mass load factor estimate is
〈η〉 =
˙Mwind
M˙sfr
=
Pkin
〈fcold〉〈fmol〉f∗
≃ 1.5, (8)
and the mass-weighted average wind velocity
〈vwind〉 =
√
ffb,kin
〈η〉
ESN
〈M∗,SN〉
≃ 600 km/s, (9)
where 〈〉 indicates that average values for star-forming ISM
are used. Furthermore, the MUPPI feedback implementa-
tion uses only local properties of the gas.
3 SIMULATIONS
Our series of simulations is listed in Table 1. Cosmologi-
cal volumes are evolved, with periodic boundary conditions,
starting from an equal number of dark matter (DM) and
gas particles at z = 99, up to z = 0. The initial con-
ditions have been generated using the CAMB3 software
(Lewis et al. 2000). A concordance flat ΛCDM model is
used, in agreement with recent observations of the cosmic
microwave background radiation, weak gravitational lens-
ing, Lyman-α forest and galaxy cluster mass function evo-
lution (e.g., Lesgourgues et al. 2007; Vikhlinin et al. 2009;
Komatsu et al. 2011). The seven new runs use the following
parameters: ΩM,0 = 0.24,ΩΛ,0 = 0.76,ΩB,0 = 0.04, H0 = 72
km s−1 Mpc−1. The two old runs (Barai et al. 2013) use:
ΩM,0 = 0.2711,ΩΛ,0 = 0.7289,ΩB,0 = 0.0463, H0 = 70.3 km
s−1 Mpc−1. We assume that this slight change in cosmolog-
ical parameters do not cause any difference in the results.
Two simulations: E35nw and E35rvw, are taken from
Barai et al. (2013). The relevant numbers are: Lbox =
25h−1 = 35.56 Mpc comoving, Npart = 2 × 320
3,mgas =
8.72 × 106M⊙, Lsoft = 2.77 kpc. Here the minimum gas
smoothing length is set to a fraction 0.001 of Lsoft.
We perform six new runs: five varying the SN feed-
back parameters of Muppi, and one with the effective model.
2 In the reference frame of the particle itself.
3 http://camb.info/
These are with a box-size of Lbox = 25 Mpc comoving, us-
ing Npart = 2 × 256
3 DM and gas particles in the initial
condition, and gas particle mass mgas = 5.36× 10
6M⊙. The
Plummer-equivalent softening length for gravitational forces
is set to Lsoft = 2.08 kpc comoving for the evolution up to
z = 2. The softening is then held fixed at Lsoft = 0.69 kpc
in physical units from z = 2 to z = 0. We perform an addi-
tional Muppi run with a larger box-size of 50 Mpc comoving,
with the same resolution, hence using Npart = 2× 512
3 DM
and gas particles. The minimum gas smoothing length at-
tainable is set to 0 in all our seven runs. In all cases, the
minimum smoothing which is actually achieved in the sim-
ulations depend on the resolution, and in our runs the gas
smoothing lengths went down to ∼ 0.2Lsoft .
All the nine simulations incorporate the metal-cooling
and chemical enrichment sub-resolution physics described in
§2.1 and §2.2, and investigate different SF and SN feedback
models, as summarized below.
• E35nw - Effective model (§2.3), no wind, no kinetic SN
feedback, run NW of Barai et al. (2013).
• E35rvw - Effective model, radially varying wind of ve-
locity vw(r) (Equation 4) with fixed parameter values de-
scribed in §2.3, its speed going up to vmax = 800 km/s, run
RVWa of Barai et al. (2013).
• E25cw - Effective model, energy-driven wind with con-
stant velocity vw = 350 km/s.
• M25std - Muppi model (§2.4) of SF and SN feedback,
“standard” parameter values: ffb,out = 0.2, ffb,kin = 0.6,
Pkin = 0.03.
• M25a - Muppi model, higher thermal and lower kinetic
feedback energy fraction: ffb,out = 0.4, ffb,kin = 0.4, Pkin =
0.03.
• M25b - Muppi model, higher kinetic feedback energy
fraction: ffb,out = 0.2, ffb,kin = 0.8, Pkin = 0.03.
• M25c - Muppi model, less-efficient kinetic feedback,
lower probability of kicking gas particles into wind: ffb,out =
0.2, ffb,kin = 0.6, Pkin = 0.01.
• M25d - Muppi model, more-efficient kinetic feed-
back, higher probability of kicking gas particles into wind:
ffb,out = 0.2, ffb,kin = 0.6, Pkin = 0.06.
• M50std - Muppi model, larger box, standard parameter
values: ffb,out = 0.2, ffb,kin = 0.5, Pkin = 0.03.
We compute the total gas metallicity, Zgas, as the
ratio of all metal mass to the total gas mass for each
gas particle. Abundance ratios are expressed in terms of
the Solar metallicity, which is Z⊙ = 0.0122 (mass frac-
tion of all metals in Sun) derived from the compilation by
Asplund, Grevesse & Sauval (2005).
3.1 Outflow Measurement Technique
We measure outflow of a galaxy by tracking the high-speed
gas particles belonging to it. We identify halos in the sim-
ulations using the Friends-of-Friends (FOF) group finder
algorithm, which gives the virial radius Rvir. Subsequently
we track galaxies using the subhalo finder SubFind, which
identifies associated substructures to FOF halos. The center
of each galaxy is considered as the location of the gravita-
tional potential minimum of its subhalo. A minimum stel-
lar mass of 109M⊙ is used to select the galaxy population,
corresponding to 750 star particles in the MUPPI model.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters. Column 1: Name of simulation run. Column 2: Lbox = Comoving side of cubic simulation
volume. Column 3: Total number of gas and DM particles in the initial condition. Column 4: Mass of gas particle (which
has not undergone any star-formation). Column 5: Mass of star particle. Column 6: Gravitational softening length (of all
particle types). Column 7: Model of SF and SN feedback. Column 8: vw = Wind velocity. Column 9: ffb,out = Thermal
feedback energy fraction. Column 10: ffb,kin = Kinetic feedback energy fraction. Column 11: Pkin = Probability of kicking
gas particles into wind.
Run Lbox Npart mgas m⋆ Lsoft SF & SN feedback sub-resolution physics
Name [Mpc] [M⊙] [M⊙] [kpc] Model vw ffb,out ffb,kin Pkin
E35nw 35.56 2× 3203 8.72× 106 2.18 × 106 2.77 (comoving) Effective 0
E35rvw 35.56 2× 3203 8.72× 106 2.18 × 106 2.77 (comoving) Effective vw(r)
E25cw 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) Effective 350
M25std 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.2 0.6 0.03
M25a 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.4 0.4 0.03
M25b 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.2 0.8 0.03
M25c 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.2 0.6 0.01
M25d 25 2× 2563 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.2 0.6 0.06
M50std 50 2× 5123 5.36× 106 1.34 × 106 0.69 (physical) MUPPI 0.2 0.5 0.03
Only the central galaxies are considered (not the satellites)
for the outflow analysis. We define the galaxy radius of the
centrals to be Rgal = Rvir/10. Each central galaxy having
M⋆ > 10
9M⊙ is post-processed as described below. First the
coordinates are transformed such that the cold gas disk of
the galaxy is rotating in the [X − Y ] plane, and Z-axis is
the perpendicular direction.
We aim to quantify the motion of gas particles caused
by SN feedback, that are expected to move at speeds in
excess of ∼ 300 km/s in all models with kinetic feedback.
Gas particles, in the form of hot gas or cold streams, will
move within a DM halo with speeds of the order of the
halo circular velocity, and typically below its escape velocity
vesc =
√
2GMhalo/Rvir (for a galaxy halo mass Mhalo); we
will call these “virial” motions. In order to quantify outflows
one could estimate the mass outflow and inflow rate of all
gas particles, and take their difference; this would single out
SN-driven outflows as long as virial motions do not produce
net changes in mass. This assumption may be correct in the
inner parts of relatively small and slowly-evolving DM halos,
but is surely incorrect when applied at the virial radius; in
this case we would measure the net effect of outflows and
cosmological infall.
Another option is to select only gas particles whose ra-
dial velocity is positive and exceeds vesc. This option would
have the merit of selecting outflowing gas particles that can
make their way out of the halo, if hydrodynamical interac-
tions with the halo gas do not slow them significantly. In less-
massive halos, where vesc is much smaller than the typical
velocity of gas particles subject to kinetic feedback, such par-
ticles will clearly separate out in a radial distance–radial ve-
locity plot (e.g., Fig. 2 of Barai et al. 2013). In more-massive
halos, however, outflowing particles will have similar speeds
as those subject to virial motion, and the distinction will
be more difficult. In this case, a selection based on the es-
cape velocity will have the merit to measure not the whole
outflow, but the fraction that can truly escape the halo.
Any measure of average speed of outflowing particles,
〈vout〉, will be affected by the assumed lower velocity thresh-
old. As a consequence, we expect 〈vout〉 to scale with halo
mass when vesc is used as a velocity threshold, even if kinetic
feedback produced exactly the same velocities in all galax-
ies. Therefore, to study the relation of the average outflow
velocity with respect to galaxy properties, we will use a fixed
velocity threshold, and exclude all the halos with escape ve-
locity higher than that threshold since the measure there
would be significantly affected by virial motions. A value of
300 km/s is a good compromise that allows to measure out-
flows for many galaxies excluding only a few, most-massive
halos. However, the quantification of the mass loading will
be preferentially done using the escape velocity threshold.
We also need to define a volume around a galaxy where
to measure the outflow, a region most expected to contain
the gas ejected by SN feedback. The MUPPI sub-resolution
model deposits thermal and kinetic energy from SN to neigh-
boring gas inside a cone with semi-aperture angle θ = 60◦,
therefore to detect outflows we use two cylindrical volumes
located above and below the galaxy and aligned with the
galaxy disk. We use such cylindrical volumes to detect out-
flows in order to intercept the largest number of gas particles
which have received SN feedback energy, and hence obtain a
robust measurement. In addition, to better assess and quan-
tify the geometry of the outflow, we also measure outgoing
gas around a galaxy using a spherical shell around it. Most
of our results in §4.3 utilize the bi-cylinder approach, except
§4.3.3 where we apply the spherical shell technique.
Two cylindrical volumes are constructed, at a distance
of Rgal above and below the galaxy disk plane, along the
Z-direction. Each cylinder has a height of hcyl = Rgal. The
cylinder radius extends beyond Rgal, and the excess length
subtends an angle of 60◦ with a plane perpendicular to the
disk at Rgal. Mathematically, the cylinder radius is thus
(Rgal+Rgal tan 60). The 60
◦ angle is chosen to coincide with
the opening angle within which gas particles are kicked dur-
ing SN kinetic feedback of MUPPI sub-resolution model.
Lets denote that the i’th gas particle has a mass mi, z-
velocity vz,i, and lies at a z-coordinate of zi. All the gas par-
ticles are selected, whose positions lie inside either cylinder,
and moving at a high-speed such that: |vz,i| > vlim,out, or
the z-magnitude of velocity is higher than a limiting speed.
Here vlim,out can be a fixed value, or the escape velocity.
The results in §4.3 are illustrated using both the limits for a
few runs, and the final physical choices are described next.
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If the z-velocity is directed outward (zi · vz,i > 0) then the
gas particle is counted as outflow.
The outflow velocity, vout, is estimated from |vz |. One
of our goals is to infer a physical galaxy property (e.g. mass,
SFR) with which vout correlates better. Selecting gas parti-
cles above vesc brings in some inherent correlations between
the resulting computed vout and galaxy mass, because of the
dependence of vesc onMhalo by definition. Such built-in rela-
tions are unwanted and must be eliminated. Therefore, while
calculating vout, we choose a constant value as the limiting
speed for selecting gas particles: vlim,out = 300 km/s. The
mass-weighted average outflow velocity is determined as:
〈vout〉 =
∑nout(|vz,i|>300)
i=1
|vz,i|mi∑nout(|vz,i|>300)
i=1
mi
. (10)
The limiting halo mass for which vesc = 300 km/s is,
Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙. Measuring vout by selecting gas
above 300 km/s ensures that outflows in galaxies less mas-
sive than Mhalo,lim can escape the halo potential, and might
not escape away in galaxies more massive than Mhalo,lim.
This is accordingly noted in our analysis presented in §4.3.1.
On the other hand, the mass outflow rate, M˙out, should
be evaluated over all the gas which can escape the galaxy to-
tal gravitational potential. Therefore, vlim,out = vesc is used
here. We calculate M˙out by summing over all the nout gas
particles having |vz,i| > vesc :
M˙out =
nout(|vz,i|>vesc)∑
i=1
mi|vz,i|
hcyl
. (11)
We use a sphere technique for measuring outflows in
§4.3.3. A spherical shell volume of thickness hsph is con-
structed around each galaxy center. The gas particles lying
inside the spherical shell, and moving radially faster than the
escape velocity at that radius: |vr| > vesc(r), are selected. If
the radial velocity is directed outward (vr > 0) then the gas
particle is counted as outflow. We calculate the mass outflow
rate as:
M˙out =
nout∑
i=1
mi|vr,i|
hsph
. (12)
For r = Rgal, the inner radius of the shell is located at a
distance of Rgal from galaxy center, hsph = Rgal, and |vr| >
vesc(Rgal) is used. For r = Rvir, the shell inner radius is at
a distance 0.9Rvir, hsph = 0.1Rvir. and |vr| > vesc(Rvir) is
used.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Star Formation Rate Density
The global star formation rate density (SFRD) as a function
of redshift is plotted in Fig. 1, with the nine runs labelled
by the different colours and plotting symbols. The SFRD
(in M⊙ yr
−1 Mpc−3) is computed by summing over all the
SF occurring in each simulation box at a time, and dividing
it by the time-step interval and the box volume. Observa-
tional data ranges are shown as the grey shaded region,
taken mainly from Cucciati et al. (2012), and the com-
pilations therein originally from Perez-Gonzalez et al.
(2005), Schiminovich et al. (2005), Bouwens et al.
(2009), Reddy & Steidel (2009), Rodighiero et al. (2010),
van der Burg, Hildebrandt & Erben (2010), Bouwens et al.
(2012).
SN feedback clearly has a significant impact on the
SFRD; compared to E35nw, SF is reduced by a factor of
several in the other runs at z < 8. The stronger kinetic
feedback runs (M25b and M25d) quench SFR more than the
others. In fact, case M25d produce the lowest SFRD from
high-z up to z = 2, but at z < 2 run E25cw has the lowest
SFRD. Among the feedback runs, M25c produces the high-
est SFRD; implying that a 1% probability of kicking gas
particles into wind yields the least efficient kinetic feedback.
The scatter in the SFRD values within the MUPPI runs
are larger at z > 1, and reduces at z < 1 due to overall gas
depletion. The SFRD is higher in M50std than in M25std
from high-z up to z ∼ 3, and becomes comparable later. This
is because, despite having the same parameter values and
resolution, runs M50std and M25std uses different cooling
functions (§2.1).
At earlier cosmic epochs z > 5, the SFRD in the sim-
ulations is systematically higher, reaching 2 − 5 times the
observed values. Later at z < 5, most of the models over-
all lie within the ranges of SFRD produced by the different
observations. However at z < 0.7, the MUPPI models pro-
duce a higher and the Effective model a lower SFRD than
the observations. The low-z discrepancy is because we do
not have AGN feedback, which when present is expected to
quench additional SF, bringing the MUPPI models closer to
observations. Studying the shape evolution, most of the sim-
ulations reach a maximum SFRD in the form of a plateau
between z = 2−4, and the SFRD decreases steeply at z > 4
and gradually at z < 2. This is contrary to the peak of
observed SFRD at z ∼ 2.
We compare our results with two contemporary cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations. At z > 3 the SFRD in
our simulations is higher than that obtained in Illustris
(Vogelsberger et al. 2014), our SFRD exhibits a plateau
maximum and not a well-defined peak at z ∼ 2 like them,
and at z = 0 also our SFRD is higher. Our results are more
akin to that of some runs in OWLS (Schaye et al. 2010)
which show a SFRD plateau between z = 2− 4.
4.2 Single Galaxy
The gas distribution of a massive galaxy of total mass
Mhalo = 3.4× 10
12M⊙ (left two columns) and 1.8× 10
12M⊙
(remaining columns) at z = 2 is plotted in Fig. 2 for three
runs. Each of the five rows shows a gas/star property, pro-
jected in the face-on (left) and edge-on (right) planes of a
(100 kpc)3 volume. First row depicts the velocity vectors of
7% gas particles, with the outgoing (vr > 0) particles de-
noted as red, and incoming (vr < 0) gas as black. Here the
blue circle in the face-on panels and the double blue rectan-
gles in the edge-on panels illustrate the projected bi-cylinder
volume used to measure the outflow (§3.1) of each galaxy.
Gas density is in the second row, temperature in the third,
and total metallicity is plotted in the fourth row.
E35nw and M25std present the formation of a gas disk
with extended spiral arms and tidal features. In the no-wind
case E35nw, the gas disk is bigger in size, more massive, more
metal enriched; and there is no prominent outflow. While in
run E25cw the central gas distribution is spheroidal, and
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Figure 1. Total star formation rate density in simulation volume as a function of redshift, with the different models labelled by the
colour and plotting symbol. The grey shaded region denote a combination of observational data range from Cucciati et al. (2012), and
the compilations therein originally from Perez-Gonzalez et al. (2005), Schiminovich et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2009), Reddy & Steidel
(2009), Rodighiero et al. (2010), van der Burg, Hildebrandt & Erben (2010), Bouwens et al. (2012). The comparison is described in §4.1.
most of the outflowing gas lies inside r < 20 kpc, because
here the wind kick velocity vw = 350 km/s is too small to
drive large-scale outflows. The Muppi run M25std produces
a well-developed gas outflow propagating perpendicular to
the galaxy disk, escaping to r > 30 kpc from the galaxy cen-
ter. Metals are more distributed in runs E25cw and M25std,
since SN winds carry the metals out from the SF regions
and enrich the CGM. The fourth row also shows that the
M25std outflow (right two panels) is more metal enriched at
30 kpc from the galaxy, than the E25cw case (middle two
panels). Stellar mass in the bottom row reveals a central
disk-like structure, surrounded by a larger stellar halo. The
stellar disk is thinner in the no-wind case E35nw, than in
the MUPPI run M25std.
4.3 Outflow Properties of Galaxies at z = 2
We measure the gas outflow properties of galaxies using the
bi-cylinder technique described in §3.1, with a limiting ve-
locity both fixed and scaled with vesc, by analysing central
galaxies having M⋆ > 10
9M⊙. The results of all the nine
simulations at z = 2 are presented in this section.
We study the trends of outflow vout and M˙out with ba-
sic galaxy properties: (i) halo mass, (ii) gas mass, (iii) stellar
mass, (iv) SFR (sum of all the instantaneous star formation
occurring in the gas belonging to a galaxy), (v) gas con-
sumption timescale = gas mass / SFR, (vi) star formation
timescale = stellar mass / SFR; attempting to find possi-
ble correlations. We find positive correlations of the outflow
quantities with galaxy mass and SFR. However the correla-
tion with galaxy SFR is the tightest, hence we present only
these here.
4.3.1 Outflow Velocity
The velocity of outflow, 〈vout〉, as a function of halo mass
of galaxies in run M50std is plotted in Fig. 3, illustrating
the two different methods of computing vout. Outflowing
gas particles are selected when their z-velocity component
is above: (i) a constant limiting speed or |vz,i| > 300 km/s
(Eq. 10) in the left panel, and (ii) the escape velocity or
|vz,i| > vesc at the right, as described in §3.1. As a test we
present the inflows: gas particles having velocities over the
threshold and zi · vz,i < 0, as well in this figure. The flow
direction is indicated by the plotting symbols: outflows as
diamonds, and inflows as plus symbols. The plotting colour
depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow or in-
flow is detected in bins of halo mass. The grey points in the
left panel (includes both outflow and inflow) mark galax-
ies more massive than Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙ (vertical
black dashed line). In the right panel the inflow velocities
are spread very close to the vesc curve, because inflows con-
sist of thermal velocity and random motion of the gas, and
by imposing a lower cutoff of vesc we measure the motion
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Figure 2. Projection of gas kinematics (top four rows) and stars (bottom row) in the face-on (left) and edge-on (right) planes of a (100
kpc)3 volume centered around a massive galaxy at z = 2, in runs: E35nw (left two columns), E25cw (middle two columns), and M25std
(right two columns). First row depicts the velocity vectors of 7% of all the gas particles inside the plotted volume, with the outflowing
(vr > 0) particles denoted as red, and the inflowing (vr < 0) as black. Second row shows gas density, third row is gas temperature, and
fourth row is gas total metallicity. Bottom row presents the projected stellar mass. In the top row, the blue circle in the face-on panels
and the double blue rectangles in the edge-on panels illustrate the projected bi-cylinder volume used to measure outflows.
occurring close to vesc. Whereas most the outflow veloci-
ties are larger (by a few times) than vesc at all halo masses;
which demonstrates that we are measuring non-thermal gas
outflow driven by stellar and SN feedback processes. The
left panel, by selecting gas above a fixed cutoff of 300 km/s,
shows a positive correlation of the measured outflow velocity
with halo mass.
The outflow velocity as a function of SFR of galaxies is
plotted in Fig. 4 for three runs, illustrating the two different
methods of computing outflow in the two rows. The plot-
ting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where
outflow is detected in bins of SFR, as indicated by the col-
orbar on the right. The differences between the two rows
is the largest for the Effective models E25cw and E35rvw
(left two columns), because these runs have energy-driven
wind where vw is not dependent on galaxy mass. E25cw has
vw = 350 km/s, and using a fixed lower cutoff of 300 km/s
selects only a few gas particles in the lower-mass galaxies.
For the MUPPI run M50std, the two distinct lower cutoffs
make a small difference.
Fig. 5 presents the outflow velocity as a function of SFR
of galaxies for the six remaining simulations, where out-
flow is measured by selecting gas above a fixed |vz,i| > 300
km/s. The grey points mark galaxies more massive than
Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙, where the outflows might not
escape the halo potential.
We see that kinetic SN feedback is needed to gener-
ate an outflow in the lower-SFR (consequently less-massive)
galaxies. Therefore the no-wind run E35nw shows outflow-
ing gas only in some galaxies with SFR > 8M⊙/ yr; this can
be interpreted as the expected contamination from gravity-
driven gas flows, and is roughly consistent with the statistics
of inflows in the left panel of Fig. 3. In the other runs more
than 50% galaxies with SFR > 1M⊙/ yr have outflows. The
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Figure 3. Outflow velocity mass-weighted average, 〈vout〉, as a function of halo mass of galaxies in run M50std. The two panels show
different methods of computing vout, by selecting gas particles above: a constant limiting speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s (horizontal black dotted
line) in the left (Eq. 10 in §3.1), and the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc (black solid curve) at the right. Each point is one galaxy, and
the plotting symbol indicates the flow direction of the measurements: outflows are denoted by diamonds, inflows by plus symbols. The
plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow or inflow is detected in bins of halo mass. The grey points in the
left panel (includes both outflow and inflow) mark galaxies more massive than Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙ (vertical black dashed line),
where the outflows might not escape the halo potential. Details in §4.3.1.
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Figure 4. Outflow velocity as a function of SFR of galaxies in three runs: E25cw in the left column, E35rvw at the middle, and
M50std in the right. The two rows show different methods of computing outflow, by selecting gas particles above: a constant limiting
speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s at the top, and the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc in the bottom. The plotting colour depicts the number
fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of galaxy SFR. The grey points in the top row mark galaxies more massive than
Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙, where the outflows might not escape the halo potential. The black line is the best-fit relation between vout
and log10 (SFR) obtained by an outlier-resistant two-variable linear regression. The fit coefficients and the “standard deviation” of the
fit’s residuals (within square brackets) are written inside the panels, using units same as the plotted axes.
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Figure 5. Outflow velocity as a function of SFR of galaxies for six simulations, one in each panel. The format is the same as the top
row of Fig. 4. The plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of SFR. The grey points mark
galaxies more massive than Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙, where the outflows might not escape the halo potential. The black line in the
latter five panels is the best-fit relation between vout and log10 (SFR).
number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected (indi-
cated by the plotting colour) increases with galaxy SFR.
All the runs, except E25cw, present a large scatter. The
Effective models produce, with low probability, an outflow
velocity which shows no relation with SFR. Run E25cw has
a constant vout ∼ 300 km/s, since the input model is energy-
driven wind with a fixed vw = 350 km/s. Run E35rvw has a
large scatter with vout ∼ 300 − 500 km/s. It uses a radially
varying wind of velocity vw(r) (Eq. 4) with the speed going
up to vmax = 800 km/s at Reff = 100h
−1 kpc. This turns
out to be a strong wind for the low-SFR galaxies, where
vout ∼ 650 km/s is reached.
The six MUPPI runs (five in Fig. 5 and one in Fig. 4)
display a positive correlation of vout with galaxy SFR: vout
rising from 300 km/s at low-SFR to ∼ 600 km/s at high-
SFR. It is the most steep in the larger-box runM50std, which
has the highest number of galaxies. The positive correlation
has the largest scatter in M25c, the least efficient kinetic
feedback case with a 1% probability of kicking gas particles
into wind.
4.3.2 Mass Outflow Rate
The mass outflow rate, M˙out from Eq. (11) in §3.1, as a
function of SFR of galaxies, is plotted in Fig. 6 for three
runs, illustrating the two different methods of computing
outflow in the two rows. Gas particles are selected above: (i)
a constant limiting speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s in the top row,
and (ii) the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc at the bottom. It is
physically expected that gas moving faster than vesc is able
to escape the galaxy halo; therefore the bottom row gives a
physically motivated estimate of the outflowing mass that
can make its way out of the halo. The differences between
the two rows is the largest for run E25cw in the left column;
because it has energy-driven wind with vw = 350 km/s, and
using a fixed lower cutoff of 300 km/s selects only a few gas
particles in the lower-mass galaxies. For the other two runs
with strong kinetic feedback: E35rvw and M50std, the two
distinct lower cutoffs make very small difference.
The mass outflow rate as a function of SFR of galaxies
for the six remaining simulations is plotted in Fig. 7. The
format is same as the bottom row of Fig. 6, where gas is
selected above the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc. The plotting
colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow
is detected in bins of galaxy SFR.
The no-wind run E35nw presents outflow in a few high-
SFR galaxies only, and M˙out shows a scatter having no re-
lation with the SFR. The two Effective models with kinetic
SN feedback (Fig. 6) display a weak positive correlation of
M˙out and galaxy SFR, having a value of slope 0.86, which is
flatter than the MUPPI models. E25cw has a larger scatter
than E35rvw.
The six MUPPI runs (five in Fig. 7 and one in Fig. 6)
exhibit a prominent positive correlation of M˙out with galaxy
SFR, having slope values between 1 and 1.2. M˙out rises from
0.08M⊙/ yr at low-SFR to 50M⊙/ yr at high-SFR. All the
runs present some scatter, with M˙out varying up to 10 times
for the same SFR values.
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Figure 6. Mass outflow rate, M˙out from Eq. (11), as a function of SFR of galaxies in three runs: E25cw in the left column, E35rvw
at the middle, and M50std in the right. The two rows show different methods of computing outflow, by selecting gas particles above: a
constant limiting speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s at the top, and the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc in the bottom. The plotting colour depicts
the number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of galaxy SFR. The grey points in the top row mark galaxies more
massive than Mhalo,lim = 1.3× 10
12M⊙, where the outflows might not escape the halo potential. The black line in the latter five panels
is the best-fit relation between M˙out and SFR, with the coefficients of an outlier-resistant two-variable linear regression written inside
the panels. Details in §4.3.2.
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Figure 7. Mass outflow rate as a function of SFR of galaxies, for six simulations one in each panel. The format is the same as the
bottom row of Fig. 6. The plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of galaxy SFR. The
black line in the latter five panels is the best-fit relation between M˙out and SFR. Details in §4.3.2.
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Table 2. Number statistics of outflows in run M50std at z = 2 using differ-
ent techniques, described in §4.3.3. Flows measured by tracking gas particles
having a radial velocity higher than the escape: |vr| > vesc(r). Column 1:
Method description. Column 2: Noutflow = Number of galaxies where outflow
is detected. Column 3: Fraction foutflow = Noutflow/Ncentral.
Method Noutflow foutflow
At Rgal using |vr| > vesc(Rgal), in a cylinder 1842 0.93
At Rgal using |vr| > vesc(Rgal), in a sphere 1936 0.97
At Rvir using |vr| > vesc(Rvir), in a sphere 1734 0.87
4.3.3 Mass Escape at Virial versus Galaxy Radius
We compare outflow measurements at Rgal using the cylin-
der and the sphere techniques, which reveal us their shapes.
During propagation an outflow could be slowed down by hy-
drodynamical interactions with neighbouring gas. In order
to estimate what mass fraction can escape the halo gravita-
tional potential, we compare the rates by measuring outflow
at the galaxy radius Rgal and that at the virial radius Rvir.
Here we present results of run M50std at z = 2 by
analysing Ncentral = 1986 central galaxies, among a total
of 2688 galaxies with M⋆ > 10
9M⊙. Table 2 lists the num-
ber of outflows detected using different methods at two radii:
r = Rgal in the first two rows, and r = Rvir in the third row.
We find that the fraction of galaxies where outflow is de-
tected at Rgal is foutflow = 0.93 using the cylinder method,
and rises to 0.97 using the sphere technique. We further-
more find that the outflow detection fraction decreases from
foutflow = 0.97 at Rgal, to 0.87 at Rvir. The reduction fac-
tor is small; among the outflows which escape the galaxy,
∼ 90% can escape the halo as well.
Fig. 8 presents the mass outflow rate in run M50std
at z = 2 measured by different techniques; left panel: at
the galaxy radius Rgal in a sphere versus that at Rgal in
a cylinder, and right: at the virial radius Rvir in a sphere
versus that at Rgal in a cylinder. Outflows are measured
by selecting gas particles above the escape velocity |vz,i| >
vesc(r) at the given radius. There is a substantial scatter in
the right panel, with M˙out(Rvir) varying up to a few 10’s at
the same M˙out(Rgal); however a clear positive correlation is
visible. The black line shows the result of an outlier-resistant
two-variable linear regression. In the right panel, this gives
the best-fit relation of the mass escape at the two radii:
M˙out(Rvir) = 0.66M˙out(Rgal)
0.98. From the left panel and
the detection number ratio in the previous paragraph we
conclude that, the shape of the outflow is bi-polar in ∼ 95%
galaxies.
4.3.4 Mass Loading Factor
We compute the outflow mass loading factor η by taking the
ratio of the mass outflow rate (measured at Rgal using the
bi-cylinder method) with galaxy SFR,
η =
M˙out
SFR
. (13)
Fig. 9 presents η as a function of halo mass of galaxies for
all nine simulations, using a format same as Fig. 7. The out-
flowing gas is selected above the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc.
The plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies
where outflow is detected in bins of halo mass. All the runs
exhibit a scatter, with η varying up to factors of some-10’s
at the same halo mass.
The Effective model cases (E35nw, E25cw and E35rvw
at higher masses) generate a negative correlation of η with
Mhalo. This is because two runs have kinetic SN feedback in
the energy-driven outflow formalism (§2.3), where the wind
kick velocity vw is fixed over all galaxy masses. The result
turns out to be a strong wind for the low-mass galaxies,
where a large amount of gas is expelled compared to SF,
reaching η ∼ 10. On the other hand, it is a weak wind for the
high-mass galaxies, where little gas is expelled and η ∼ 0.01.
At lower masses (Mhalo < 4 × 10
11M⊙), run E35rvw shows
a constant η scattered between 0.4− 10 versus Mhalo.
All the six MUPPI runs display an almost constant
value of η over the full range ofMhalo. The mass loading fac-
tors in most of the MUPPI galaxies lie between η = 0.2−10,
with an average value of η ∼ 1.
4.3.5 Implications and Comparison with Theoretical
Estimates
We find that the MUPPI model is able to produce galactic
outflows whose velocity and mass outflow rate correlates pos-
itively with global properties of the galaxy (halo mass, SFR).
This is achieved with MUPPI using fully local properties of
gas as input to the sub-resolution model. This trend, tracing
some of the global properties of galaxy using local properties
of gas, is found for the first time in cosmological simulations
using sub-resolution models. We decipher that such trends
arise from the details of the MUPPI sub-resolution model.
Here star formation depends on local pressure through the
molecular fraction of gas (Eq. 5 in Murante et al. 2010), and
the gas pressure is expected to depend on halo mass. The
star forming gas undergoes kinetic feedback and produces
galactic outflows. Therefore consequently the outflow prop-
erties become dependent on halo mass and other global prop-
erties, through the local gas pressure.
On the other hand, the Effective model imparts a con-
stant velocity vw to the gas, and a constant mass-loading
η = 2, as input to the sub-resolution recipe. Consequently,
the measured outflow speed is seen to be constant in the Ef-
fective model. However it produces a trend of η decreasing
(from a value of 10 to 0.01) with halo mass, and η = 2 is
only achieved for a narrow range of galaxy masses.
The results we obtain here by computing outflows in
galaxies extracted from cosmological hydrodynamical sim-
ulations, can be compared to theoretical estimates of the
MUPPI sub-resolution model. At variance with other ki-
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Figure 8. Mass outflow rate in run M50std at z = 2 measured by different techniques; left panel: at the galaxy radius Rgal in a sphere
(Eq. 12) versus that at Rgal in a cylinder, and right panel: at the virial radius Rvir in a sphere versus that at Rgal in a cylinder. The
black line shows the result of an outlier-resistant two-variable linear regression giving the best-fit relation between the plotted quantities.
The fit coefficients and the “standard deviation” of the fit’s residuals (within square brackets) are written inside the panels, using units
same as the plotted axes. Described in §4.3.3.
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Figure 9. Mass loading factor, η from Eq. (13), as a function of halo mass of galaxies. Each of the nine panels shows one simulation.
The format is the same as Fig. 7, where outflowing gas is selected above the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc. The plotting colour depicts the
number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of halo mass. Details in §4.3.4.
netic wind recipes in the literature, in MUPPI neither the
wind mass loading factor nor the wind velocity are given as
input quantities. Nevertheless, typical values of these can be
estimated using certain hypothesis about the average prop-
erties of the gas, as done by Murante et al. (2014) in their
Section 3.3. With the default parameter choices, the theo-
retical estimates are (Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 in §2.4): ηth ≃ 1.5,
and the mass-weighted average wind velocity vwind,th ≃ 600
km/s. However the exact values depend on the local dynam-
ical time, hence in turn on the local gas properties.
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The Muppi runs M25std andM50std yield outflow mass
loading factor between η = 0.3 − 8, with an average value
of η ≃ 1.2, close to ηth ≃ 1.5. The outflow velocity shows a
positive correlation with galaxy mass and SFR, vout rising
from 300 km/s to 600 km/s. Hence the simulation vout agrees
with the theoretical estimate in higher-mass galaxies, but at
lower-masses the outflow speed is smaller than vwind,th ≃
600 km/s.
The product of mass loading factor and outflow velocity
squared is predicted to be a constant in the MUPPI model
(Murante et al. 2014): ηthv
2
wind,th = ffb,kinESN/M⋆,SN. This
product for the simulated galaxies η 〈vout〉
2 as a function of
halo mass is plotted in Fig. 10 for runM50std. Here outflows
are measured by selecting gas particles above the escape ve-
locity |vz,i| > vesc. The horizontal black solid line marks
the theoretical estimate ηthv
2
wind,th = 5.4×10
5 km2/s2. The
simulation results are lower than the theoretical prediction,
especially in the less-massive galaxies. This is because the
prediction assumes certain average properties of the gas. We
in turn conclude that only a fraction 1/3rd of the deposited
SN energy is used to drive an outflow; the rest being dis-
persed and radiated away through hydrodynamical interac-
tions and by giving energy to slow particles.
4.4 Redshift Evolution of Outflows: from z = 5 to
z = 1
The outflow detection fraction of run M50std as a function
of redshift is plotted in Fig. 11. Left panel shows the abso-
lute number of central galaxies in simulation volume hav-
ing a stellar mass M⋆ > 10
9M⊙. Right panel illustrates
the number fraction of these centrals where outflow is de-
tected (defined in Table 2), using the cylindrical volume
methodology of §3.1. When outflow is measured by select-
ing gas above the escape velocity (|vz,i| > vesc, asterisks,
blue curve), the outflow detection fractions are high at all
epochs, reducing gradually from foutflow = 0.99 at z = 5,
to 0.8 at z ∼ 1. When measured above a constant limit-
ing speed (|vz,i| > 300 km/s, diamonds, red curve), foutflow
decreases from 0.8 at z = 4, to 0.4 at z ∼ 1.
The redshift evolution of outflow velocity in simulation
run M50std as a function of SFR of galaxies is plotted in
Fig. 12. It shows the mass-weighted average, 〈vout〉 from
Eq. (10) in §3.1. Each point is one galaxy, and the five pan-
els show different redshifts. The remaining plotting format
is the same as in Fig. 5. The correlation between vout and
SFR is positive at all the explored epochs: steeper at ear-
lier times, and becomes flatter at later epochs. The best-
fit slope of vout (km/s) versus log10 (SFR/M⊙ yr
−1) are:
155, 163, 144, 103, 43 at z ∼ 5, 4, 3, 2, 0.8.
The redshift evolution of mass loading factor of galax-
ies in run M50std as a function of halo mass is plotted in
Fig. 13. It shows η from Eq. (13), as in Fig. 12, presenting
the simulation at different epochs. In this figure the plotting
colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow
is detected in bins of halo mass. The value of η exhibits a
scatter at all the epochs, varying up to factors of 10 at the
same halo mass. Earlier on between z = 2 − 5, the galax-
ies have an almost constant value of η over the full range
of Mhalo. The mass loading factors lie within η = 0.1 − 20,
with an average value decreasing with the passage of time.
At later epochs z = 0.8, η displays a negative correlation
with Mhalo at the high-mass end.
The most important factor causing these redshift evo-
lution of the outflow properties is the decrease of SFR at
low-z (§4.1). As seen in Fig. 1, the global SFRD in run
M50std reaches a maximum between z = 2−4 in the form of
a plateau, with a steeper reduction of SFRD at earlier and
later redshifts. This high SFR activity drives strong outflows
in a greater fraction of galaxies, and causes the positive cor-
relation of vout with SFR, as well as the constant-η trend.
Later at z 6 1, SFR in galaxies reduce due to overall gas de-
pletion, hence the driven outflows become weaker and rarer,
and the outflow correlations are lost.
4.5 Comparison of Outflows with Observations
and Other Models
Observational signatures of galactic outflows mostly com-
prise of single-galaxy detections. As a recent example at
high redshift, Crighton et al. (2014) observed absorbing gas
clumps in a z = 2.5 galaxy CGM, produced by a wind
with a mass outflow rate of ∼ 5M⊙/yr. At low redshift,
Cazzoli et al. (2014) detected kpc-scale neutral gas outflow-
ing perpendicular to the disk of a z = 0.01 galaxy, at a rate
∼ 48M⊙/ yr, with a global mass loading factor η ≈ 1.4.
Such values of mass outflow rate (a few to 10’s M⊙/yr) and
η lie within our simulation result range (§4.3.2, §4.3.4).
Only over the last few years, observations of outflows
in galaxy populations have been possible, and subsequent
derivation of systematic trends. Grimes et al. (2009) de-
tected starburst-driven galactic winds of temperature 105.5
K in the absorption spectra of 16 local galaxies, and found
that vout increases with both the SFR and the SFR per unit
stellar mass. In a spectroscopic catalogue of 40 luminous
starburst galaxies at 0.7 6 z 6 1.7, Banerji et al. (2011)
inferred the presence of large-scale outflowing gas, with
vout ∝ SFR
0.3. Analysing the cool outflow around galaxies at
1 6 z 6 1.5, Bordoloi et al. (2013) found that vout (ranging
between 200− 300 km/s) increases steadily with increasing
SFR and stellar mass, and the wind is bipolar in geometry
for disk galaxies. At low redshifts, Martin (2005) observed
a positive correlation of outflow speed with galaxy mass in
ultraluminous infrared galaxies at z = 0.042 − 0.16. Our
simulations predict a positive correlation of vout with galaxy
SFR and halo mass (§4.3.1), especially at z > 2 (§4.4); hence
consistent with all these observations.
Some galaxies in our simulations have a large vout ∼
500− 700 km/s. This is in agreement with the high-velocity
(480 − 651 km/s) outflow observations by Karman et al.
(2014) at z ∼ 3 in the UV spectra of massive galaxies. Our
simulated trend that the outflow detection fraction decreases
from z = 3 to z = 0.8 (§4.4), is consistent with that observed
by Karman et al. (2014): the incidence of high-vout outflows
(40%) is much higher at z ∼ 3 massive galaxies than those
at z < 1; which is justified by the powerful SF and nuclear
activity that most massive galaxies display at z > 2.
An earlier simulation work by Oppenheimer & Dave´
(2008) yielded galactic outflows with faster wind speeds at
high-z and slower winds at low-z. This is in accord with our
simulated redshift evolution of vout, which becomes weaker
at z 6 2 (Fig. 12, §4.4). This trend, and the decrease of out-
flow detection fraction in our simulations from z = 3 to later
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Figure 11. Number of central galaxies in run M50std having a stellar massM⋆ > 109M⊙ in the left panel, and number fraction of these
centrals where outflow is detected at the right, as a function of redshift. The two curves in the right panel indicate different methods
of measuring outflow (§3.1), by selecting gas above: a constant limiting speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s (diamonds, red curve), and the escape
velocity |vz,i| > vesc (asterisks, blue curve). Description in §4.4.
epochs, are in agreement with observations indicating that
high-z (z ∼ 1−3) galaxies almost ubiquitously reveal signa-
tures of powerful winds (Veilleux, Cecil & Bland-Hawthorn
2005), than those at lower-z. We could not compare with
the recent Illustris and EAGLE simulations, because such
outflow analysis has not been presented there. Our results
are consistent with the recent work by Yabe et al. (2014),
who employed a simple analytic model on an observational
spectroscopic sample, and found that the gas outflow rate
of star-forming galaxies decreases with decreasing redshift
from z ∼ 2.2 to z ∼ 0.
4.6 Radial Profiles of Gas Properties in Galaxies
and their CGM at z = 2
The radial profiles of gas properties around galaxy centers
at z = 2 are presented in this section, considering all the
galaxies (both centrals and satellites obtained by SubFind).
Each property is shown as a function of galaxy radius, or
distance from the location of subhalo potential minimum.
All the non-wind gas particles lying inside a distance Rlim
from the center are counted. The four panels denote total
subhalo mass (Msubhalo/M⊙) ranges: 4×10
9−1010 (top-left)
with number of subhalos in the different simulations within
the range Nsubhalo = 1977 − 17634; 10
10 − 1011 (top-right)
having 1200− 9801 subhalos; 1011− 1012 (bottom-left) with
85−771 subhalos; and 1012−1013 (bottom-right) with 6−42
subhalos.
All the subhalos within each mass range are stacked,
and the plotted solid curves denote the median value in ra-
dial bins for each run. The shaded areas mark the region
between 25th and 75th percentiles in runs E25cw (black
curve) and M25std (red curve). It shows the typical scat-
ter at a given radius, since galaxies do not have spherically-
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Figure 12. Redshift evolution of outflow velocity mass-weighted average, 〈vout〉 from Eq. (10), as a function of SFR of galaxies. Here
outflowing gas is selected above a constant limiting speed |vz,i| > 300 km/s. Each point is one galaxy of simulation run M50std, and the
five panels show epochs of z ∼ 5, 4, 3, 2, 0.8. The plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins
of galaxy SFR. The grey points mark galaxies more massive than Mhalo,lim = 1.3 × 10
12M⊙, where the outflows might not escape the
halo potential (§3.1). Discussed in §4.4.
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Figure 13. Redshift evolution of mass loading factor, η from Eq. (13), as a function of halo mass of galaxies. The format is the same as
Fig. 12, showing simulation M50std at different epochs. Except here the outflowing gas is selected above the escape velocity |vz,i| > vesc.
The plotting colour depicts the number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in bins of halo mass. Details in §4.4.
symmetric properties in general. The vertical dashed line is
the virial radius R200 for the following masses in the panels
from top-left: Msubhalo/M⊙ = 6 × 10
9, 3 × 1010, 3 × 1011,
and 3×1012, where the exact values are R200 = 59, 101, 218,
and 470 kpc respectively. The outer plotting radius Rlim is
chosen to be twice the virial radius, or Rlim = 2 R200.
Wind particles, or gas particles which have recently re-
ceived a velocity kick from kinetic SN feedback and are being
decoupled from hydrodynamic interactions (§2.3, §2.4) are
excluded while computing the profiles.
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Figure 14. Radial profiles of gas overdensity around galaxy centers at z = 2, with the different runs labelled by the colour and plotting
symbol. Overdensity is plotted as a function of galaxy radius, for four total subhalo mass ranges in the four panels: 4 × 109 − 1010
(top-left), 1010 − 1011 (top-right), 1011 − 1012 (bottom-left), and 1012 − 1013 (bottom-right). All the subhalos within each mass range for
each run (the number mentioned in the panels) are stacked over, and the plotted curve denotes the median value in a radial bin. The
shaded areas enclose the 50th percentiles above and below the median in runs E25cw (black curve) and M25std (red curve), showing
the typical radial scatter. The vertical dashed line indicates the virial radius R200 for Msubhalo/M⊙ = 6 × 10
9, 3× 1010, 3× 1011, and
3× 1012 in the panels from top-left respectively. The horizontal lines mark the SF threshold densities: nSF = 0.13 cm
−3 for the effective
model as dotted, and nSF = 0.01 cm
−3 for the MUPPI model as dot-dashed.
4.6.1 Density
The gas overdensity (ratio of density to the mean baryon
density) radial profiles are plotted in Fig. 14. Here the hor-
izontal lines mark the SF threshold densities: nSF = 0.13
cm−3 for the effective model (§2.3) as dotted, and nSF = 0.01
cm−3 for the MUPPI model (§2.4) as dot-dashed. The
gas denser than these thresholds in the respective mod-
els is forming stars. Within the approximate virial radius
r < R200, all the gas density profiles can be roughly de-
scribed by two power laws with a break at an intermediate
radius of ∼ 10 kpc, dependent on halo mass and wind model.
The inner parts r < 10 kpc of the two lower subhalo
mass ranges (4×109−1010 and 1010−1011, top two panels)
present notable differences: E35rvw and E25cw runs produce
a lower density, by 10−30 times, than the others. The model
input wind speed is independent of halo mass: constant 350
km/s in E25cw, and that dependent on galactocentric ra-
dius, vw(r), in E35rvw. Such a velocity is high enough to
eject the gas away from the halo potential in low-mass galax-
ies, making the inner density smaller in these two runs. The
central gas is not able to escape in cases E35nw (no-wind)
which has no kinetic SN feedback, and M25c which has less
efficient feedback, therefore producing the highest gas den-
sity at galaxy cores than the other runs.
4.6.2 Temperature
The gas mass-weighted temperature radial profiles are pre-
sented in Fig. 15, in the same format as for density profiles.
The average temperature has been used for those gas parti-
cles which are multiphase (star-forming). In all the effective
model runs (E35nw, E35rvw, E25cw), the T -profiles in the
inner parts r 6 6−30 kpc of the galaxies follow the negative-
sloped density-profiles (Fig. 14). This region contains dense
gas forming stars at galaxy centers. The central gas under-
going SF has a warm to high temperature (∼ 2× 104 − 107
K) by construction, as a result of following the SF effec-
tive equation of state. The MUPPI model produces a colder
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Figure 15. Radial profiles of gas temperature around galaxy centers at z = 2, in a format same as Fig. 14.
(T ∼ 5 × 103 − 105 K) galaxy core at r 6 4 − 10 kpc than
the effective model.
There is a change in T slope in the outer parts, at r >
15 kpc in the top two panels, and at r > (80 − 120) kpc
in the bottom two panels; where the gas T increases with
radius, because of shock heating at galaxy outskirts. The T -
profiles in the two higher subhalo mass ranges (1011 − 1012
and 1012 − 1013, bottom two panels) show a local peak at
200 − 300 kpc, where the infalling gas collides with that in
the halo and heats, to cool before reaching the center.
4.6.3 Metallicity
Radial profiles of gas total metallicity (Zgas) are plotted in
Fig. 16, showing the ratio of mass fraction of all metals in
the gas to that of the Sun, Z⊙ = 0.0122. The solid curve me-
dians and shaded area percentile values are computed con-
sidering all (both enriched and non-enriched) gas particles
in radial bins. Some features of Zgas are similar to the gas
density profiles (§4.6.1), because metals are produced during
SF which occurs in dense regions. At r < (0.4− 0.6)R200 all
the profiles show decreasing Zgas going outward from center,
with varying r-dependent negative slopes.
All the MUPPI models produce relatively flatter metal-
licity profiles than the Effective models. Note that we do not
use any metal loading factor in the sub-resolution recipe of
any model. Gas particles carry away all of the metals they
contain, and pollute the CGM. The no-wind run E35nw,
which has no kinetic SN feedback, has the highest metallic-
ity in the inner r < (7−10) kpc. Wind feedback in the other
runs suppresses central SF and transports some metal out,
lowering the central Zgas. The trend reverses in the outer
r > (7 − 10) kpc: the kinetic feedback runs attain a higher
Zgas than E35nw, because of accumulation of metal-enriched
gas expelled by wind. The differences are most prominent in
the lower subhalo mass ranges (4×109−1010 and 1010−1011,
top two panels), and decreases at higher masses.
We infer that MUPPI distributes metals more ade-
quately than the Effective models, which was already seen
for a single galaxy in Fig. 2, fourth row.
4.6.4 Comparison of Radial Profiles with Other Works
Performing zoom-in simulations of Milky-Way-mass
disc galaxy formation, Hummels et al. (2013) and
Marinacci et al. (2014) computed the radial profiles of
diffuse CGM gas properties. Our density profiles (§4.6.1,
Fig. 14) and metallicity profiles (§4.6.3, Fig. 16) are qual-
itatively similar to these studies. Our density profiles are
also consistent to a work by Pallottini, Gallerani & Ferrara
(2014). Our T -profiles (§4.6.2, bottom two panels of Fig. 15)
present a local peak at 100− 200 kpc, which is at a larger-r
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Figure 16. Radial profiles of total gas metallicity around galaxy centers at z = 2, in a format similar to Fig. 14. The ratio of all metal
mass fraction in gas to that of the Sun (Z⊙ = 0.0122) is plotted.
than the peak of Hummels et al. (2013). Our Zgas-profiles
are qualitatively consistent with observations which show
breaks (changes of slope) in the radial metallicity profiles,
and/or rising metallicity gradients in the outer regions of
galaxies (e.g., Scarano & Lepine 2012).
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We quantify the properties of galactic outflows and diffuse
gas over z = 1 − 5 by performing cosmological hydrody-
namical simulations. We explore baryonic feedback models
of star formation and SN feedback implemented within a
modified version of the TreePM-SPH code GADGET-3.
Our novel sub-resolution model MUPPI (Murante et al.
2010, 2014) incorporates SF in multiphase ISM, and a di-
rect distribution of thermal and kinetic energy from SN to
the neighbouring gas, using the free parameters of feed-
back energy efficiency fraction and a probability. For com-
parison with MUPPI, we adopt the Effective SF model
(Springel & Hernquist 2003) with variations of kinetic SN
feedback, in the energy-driven formalism. Our simulations
include additional sub-resolution physics: metal-dependent
radiative cooling and heating in the presence of photoion-
izing background radiation; stellar evolution and chemical
enrichment.
We compare a total of nine simulations in this pa-
per, done using the concordance ΛCDM model. We per-
form six new runs: five varying the SN feedback parame-
ters of MUPPI, and one with the Effective model, of a (25
Mpc)3 comoving cosmological volume with 2 × 2563 DM
and gas particles. An additional new MUPPI run is done of
a larger (50 Mpc)3 box with 2× 5123 particles, to increase
the galaxy statistics. Two comparison simulations are taken
from Barai et al. (2013): Effective SF model with no-wind
and a radially varying wind case, which are (35.56 Mpc)3
boxes simulated with 2× 3203 particles.
Identifying galaxies using the SubFind halo finder, we
measure the gas outflow of each galaxy by tracking the high-
speed gas particles belonging to it. Only the central galaxies
having a stellar mass higher than 109M⊙ are analysed. Our
main findings are summarized below.
♣ The star formation rate density shows that at z < 8 the
presence of kinetic SN feedback quenches SF more than any
other feature of the SF model. The simulated SFRD has a
plateau maximum between z = 2− 4.
♣ Kinetic SN feedback is able to drive gas and generate
high-speed outflows in galaxies of all masses reached in our
simulations,Mhalo = (10
10−1013)M⊙. It also creates inflows
via deceleration and later fall back of gas between (1−2)Rgal.
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Both the outflows and inflows are heated in massive galaxy
halos. We find the following trends at z = 2:
• When SN feedback is present, outflowing gas is de-
tected in (30 − 97)% of the galaxies by number, depend-
ing on the model parameters and galaxy mass range. The
number fraction of galaxies where outflow is detected in-
creases with mass and SFR.
• Some outflow characteristics (listed next) exhibit pos-
itive correlations with galaxy halo, gas and stellar masses,
as well as with the SFR, which is the tightest. However
most of the cases present a large scatter.
♠ Measuring velocity of outflows by selecting gas
above a fixed cutoff speed of 300 km/s, the MUPPI
model generates a positive correlation of vout with
galaxy SFR, while the Effective model shows a constant
vout with a large scatter.
♠ Mass outflow rate is measured by selecting gas
above the escape velocity. The MUPPI model presents
a stronger and relatively tighter positive correlation of
M˙out with galaxy SFR. The Effective model runs with
kinetic SN feedback exhibit a weak positive correla-
tion of M˙out with SFR, with a slope flatter than the
Muppi models; E25cw has a larger scatter, and E35rvw
a tighter correlation. The no-wind run E35nw displays
a scatter of M˙out having no relation with the SFR.
♠ The mass loading factor of the MUPPI outflows
is constant with a scatter over all galaxy masses, η =
M˙out/SFR = 0.2 − 10, and an average η ∼ 1. The Ef-
fective models generate a negative correlation of η with
Mhalo. As an exception, run E35rvw presents a MUPPI-
like trend at lower masses (Mhalo < 4 × 10
11M⊙): η is
constant between 0.4− 10 versus Mhalo.
Hence the MUPPI model, using fully local properties of
gas as input to the sub-resolution recipe, is able to produce
galactic outflows whose velocity and mass outflow rate
correlate with global properties of the galaxy (halo mass,
SFR). This trend is found for the first time in cosmological
simulations using sub-resolution models.
The Effective model results are caused by the input
fixed wind kick velocity in the energy-driven formalism.
• The shape of the outflows is inferred to be bi-polar
in ∼ 95% MUPPI galaxies. If outflowing gas can escape
the galaxy radius, in ∼ 90% cases it can escape the halo
gravitational potential as well at the virial radius. The
mass escape at the two radii are related as: M˙out(Rvir) =
0.66M˙out(Rgal)
0.98.
• The gas temperature radial profiles reveal that the
MUPPI model produces a colder (T ∼ 5 × 103 − 105 K)
galaxy core at r 6 (3−8)h−1 kpc than the Effective model.
• The MUPPI model generates relatively flatter gas
metallicity radial profiles than the Effective model.
♣ The fraction of MUPPI galaxies exhibiting an outflow
are high at all times between z = 1 − 5, when outflow is
measured by selecting gas above the escape velocity. The
outflow detection fraction decreases gradually at lower red-
shifts from foutflow = 0.99 at z = 5, to 0.8 at z ∼ 1.
The correlation between outflow velocity and SFR is pos-
itive at all the explored epochs: steeper at earlier times
z = 4−5, and becomes flatter at later epochs. The mass load-
ing factor is scattered within η = 0.1−20 between z = 2−5,
and the average η decreases with the passage of time. Later
at z = 0.8, η displays a negative correlation with Mhalo at
the high-mass end. The reason is the high SFR at z = 2− 4
driving strong outflows in galaxies, while reduced SFR at
later epochs quenches the outflow driving mechanism.
♣ Our results are overall consistent with observations of
galactic winds. Galaxy population observations indicate that
vout increases with the SFR over z = 0.7 − 2, as we find in
our simulations. Observations reveal that z ∼ 1− 3 galaxies
almost ubiquitously possess powerful winds, than those at
lower-z. This agrees with the decrease of outflow detection
fraction in our simulations from z = 3 to later epochs.
Our analysis demonstrates the ability of the MUPPI sub-
resolution model to generate bi-polar outflows that present
realistic properties. Additionally, we quantify the ability of
both MUPPI and two variants of the standard energy-driven
kinetic feedback model to produce significant outflows at
∼ 1/10 of the virial radius and at the virial radius. Our
study shows that, in the MUPPI model the fraction of en-
ergy really used to drive these outflows is only ∼ 1/3 or less
of that used by the code.
As future work we would like to extract more observable
statistics from the simulations. In particular we want to ex-
plore IGM metal-enrichment, by computing the Lyman-α
flux and simulated quasar spectra, and compare them with
observations of CGM and IGM at different impact parame-
ters from galaxies. We also plan to peform better simulations
in the future: run cosmological volumes with larger boxsize,
and include AGN feedback in our models.
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